Clothing Accessories

Top: buckle with
plate for fixing to
belt
Bottom: plain
annular buckle

Distributions of buckles can be important
indicators of settlement activity. Some
buckles have zoomorphic features such as
dog heads (left). Strapends prevent the
leather belt ends from
fraying, but are also
decorative. They may
also be engraved
with religious
inscriptions
(left).

Precious & Base metal

Stylistically the annular brooches
above are similar but are made of
gold & bronze. The ‘fede’ ring (left)
is normally given as a wedding gift.
Brooches & rings are can be
Above: Fede ring—Clasped
engraved with a religious or
hands symbolise faith and
romantic message for the wearer.
trust

Domestic Life

Knights & Warfare

These objects help us
understand the daily lives &
activities of medieval people.
Distributions of these objects
may help identify areas of
past settlement activity.

Horse harness pendants (right) are
visual expressions of status & power
often displaying family connections
through heraldry. Fragments of
weaponry (below) provide important
evidence of medieval warfare & how it
was fought.
Above: Fragments of
bronze pot legs
From far left: casket
key; decorated lead
spindle whorl; thimble

Sealed & Secured
Seals were used to
secure and authenticate
documents, evidence of
increased literacy in the
medieval period. Reuse
of Roman intaglios
highlights intellectual
interests of the secular
elite in medieval society
(far right).

Above: bronze macehead. Above
middle: bronze sword pommel

Religious objects
Religion played an
important role in the
everyday lives of
medieval people. Those
who went on pilgrimage
Above: Silver crucifix
to holy sites wore badges
c.13th century
to identify them as
pilgrims (left: scallop shell of St James &
small fragment of a badge depicting a
martyr).

Left: matrix
depicting
stag’s head of
St Eustachius
& may reflect
owner’s piety.
Left: 1/4 penny =
farthing; cut half
penny =
halfpenny; Penny
of Edward II

Scottish & English Coinage
A silver penny is worth a day’s pay for a labourer.
English coins were commonly used in Scotland as
it was a stable currency during the Wars of
Independence (c.1297-1357). Distribution of
coinage helps us understand medieval economies,
therefore it is important to report even single finds
of medieval coins.

Right: Papal bull issued
by the Pope to seal
document. Considered
holy objects are
sometimes pierced for
reuse
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